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About
The MIAW - Milan International Architecture Workshop is the
international intensive programme at the School of Architecture
Urban Planning Construction Engineering. It provides an
international design forum for schools, teachers and students,
but it is also an informal platform to discuss different thematics
and share ambitions.
The aim of the workshop is to stimulate cross-over thinking
between researchers and practitioners in the design field,
involving different scales and encouraging an interdisciplinary
approach towards design problems.
Each class has an International Guest Professor of high profile
whose activity and interests are related to the different study
courses and disciplinary areas characterising our school.

MIAW 2020 | Milan
13-24 January

Schedule

MONDAY 13 JANUARY
15.00 - 15.30
Opening Seminar - Hall Rogers
Prof.ssa Ilaria Valente Dean, School AUIC
Prof. Gennaro Postiglione Director, MIAW
Prof. Matteo Poli Coordinator, MIAW
15.30 - 16.00
Presentation ‘M4 - The new green-blu dorsal’ document
Prof. Gabriele Pasqui Director, DAStU Department
Prof.ssa Marika Fior DAStU Department
16.00 – 16.30
Introduction by
Cany Ash
Thierry Lagrange
Gunilla Svensson
Gabriela Seifert
Roberto Cremascoli
Klas Ruin

TUESDAY 14 JANUARY
9:15 - 13:30
Site Survey - Area
14:30 - 19:15
Starting Workshop - Workshop rooms
WEDNESDAY 15 JANUARY
9:15 - 13:00 / 14:30 - 19:15
Workshop - Workshop rooms
THURSDAY 16 JANUARY
9:15 - 13:00 / 14:30 - 17:15
Workshop - Workshop rooms
13:30 - 14:10
Speed Talk WS.A - Auditorium Via Pascoli
with Cany Ash
FRIDAY 17 JANUARY
9:15 - 13:00 / 14:30 - 19:15
Workshop - Workshop rooms
13:30 - 14:10
Speed Talk WS.B - Auditorium Via Pascoli
with Thierry Lagrange

MONDAY 20 JANUARY
9:15 - 13:00 / 14:30 - 19:15
Workshop - Workshop rooms
13:30 - 14:10
Speed Talk Miaw C - Auditorium Via Pascoli
with Gunilla Svensson
TUESDAY 21 JANUARY
9:15 - 13:00 / 14:30 - 19:15
Workshop - Workshop rooms
13:30 - 14:10
Speed Talk Miaw D - Auditorium Via Pascoli
with Gabriela Seifert
WEDNESDAY 22 JANUARY
9:15 - 13:00 / 14:30 - 19:15
Workshop - Workshop rooms
13:30 - 14:10
Speed Talk Miaw E - Auditorium Via Pascoli
with Roberto Cremascoli
THURSDAY 23 JANUARY
9:15 - 13:00 / 14:30 - 19:15
Workshop - Workshop rooms
13:30 - 14:10
Speed Talk Miaw F - Auditorium Via Pascoli
with Klas Ruin
FRIDAY 24 JANUARY
10:00 - 15:00
Exhibition Setup - Workshop rooms
15:00 - 17:00
Class Presentation - Workshop rooms
with cross presence professors (15 min x class)
17:30 - 18:30
Closing Seminar & Finissage - Hall Rogers
Workshop Presentations
19:00
Aperitivo

Location to be confirmed

AIUD PHD PROGRAM
ARCHITECTURAL URBAN
INTERIOR DESIGN
The AUID PhD Program in Architectural Urban Interior
Design promotes research, studies and projects focused on the
analysis, interpretation and development of design processes
and techniques, directly related with the horizon of contemporary
architecture.
AIUD PhD candidates Maria Mikaelyan, Alberto Geuna,
Valerio Sorgini, Greta Taronna, Chiara Pradel will
collaborate with MIAW with a critical essay on themes relevant
to their research, spanning from didactical methodology, history,
landscape and design.
The PhD Program explores architectural culture in all aspects, in
between theoretical and operational practice, essentially through
two main methodological frames:
• Research on architectural, urban and interior design
paradigms (design, theory, critique) where in-depth analysis of
the contents of disciplinary, and not disciplinary, contributions,
takes to the elaboration of original theoretical and critical
assumptions.
•
Applied design research, in which design is considered as
the driver of the research process, the field where to test and
to change theoretical and technical premises and thesis.

THEMATIC STUDIOS 2020 | Milan
24-29 January

The international week of AUIC will continue
the following week with open reviews of the
different thematic studios. All students are
invited to visit!
FRIDAY 24 JANUARY
WEDNESDAY 29 JANUARY
9.15 - 19.00
Kevin Hom

Thematic studio
Building 11 - Room Z.2
9.15 - 19.00
Silja Tillner

Thematic studio
Building 11 - Room O.2
9.15 - 19.00

Carles Muro Soler

Thematic studio
Building 11 - Room U.2
9.15 - 19.00

Andreas Lichtblau

Thematic studio
Building 11 - Room R.2
9.15 - 19.00

Simona Malvezzi

Thematic studio
Building 11 - Room J.2

Theme
The development of the M4 New Metropolitan line, connecting
the east and west of Milan with the city center creates a new urban
platform of mobility, culture and health, enabling the fruition and
knowledge of the city, while providing accessibility to education and
health services.
The M4 Dorsal line will be 15 km long, comprising 21 stations. It is
structured by 3 sections: The Western section, involves San Cristoforo,
Segneri, Gelsomini, Frattini, Tolstoi, Washington-Bolivar, Foppa, Parco
Solari; the central one, comprises Sant’Ambrogio, De Amicis, Vetra,
Santa Sofia, Sforza-Policlinico, San Babila and the easterner section,
comprises Tricolore, Dateo, Susa, Argonne, Forlanini FS, Quartiere
Forlanini, Linate.
The M4 new dorsal generates a new territorial and urban system of
green and open spaces, mobility, trade and services, increasing
accessibility while defining interesting new urban and territorial figures.
The urban context crossed by the M4 metro line will create new
relationships transforming the dynamics of the urban liveability of
the city of Milan. Each station structures a different theme, meeting
different parts of the city becoming urban thresholds with attractive
and regenerative effects.

The green system
The M4 Metropolitan line connecting several green areas of relevance
such as Il Grande Parco Forlanini, il Parco Lambro, and agricultural areas
such as Parco delle Risaie e Parco Agricolo Sud Milano, enables the
fruition of green systems within the city, promoting soft mobility.
The trade and service system
The Dorsal connecting the East and West of Milan with the city center
increases the accesibility enabling the integration between services,
trade and new users.
Mobility
The strategy aims to combine different modes of accesibility that build
a network of routes, that favor alternative means of transport over the
car, tailoring the needs of pedestrian and cyclists, and improving the
connection between two large green lungs and the historic center.
The Workshop aims to investigate and experiment through the design field
the relationship between the urban and historic context, infrastructure,
enviroment and mobility. The visiting proffesors will be asked to work
on different areas related to the M4 Dorsal blue-green line visioning and
projecting new potential spaces. The areas become key nodes to rethink
infrastructure as a tool to activate and regenerate urban and territorial
processes.
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CANY ASH

Cany Ash is a co-founder of Ash Sakula Architects, one of the UK’s
leading housing and regeneration architects established in 1994. The
practice was Supreme Winner in the 2016 Housing Design Award for
the Malings, a new riverside neighbourhood in Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
In 2017 its 475 home Wickside project was Overall Winner in the New
London Architecture Awards. Current projects in the UK are building
affordable homes directly for the London Borough of Hackney and
a commission from Historic England to help them win a court case
against a large insensitive development in medieval Norwich city
centre. The practice is also working in Slovakia on village regeneration
in Bernolákovo, and the creation of a major town extension in Malacky.
Alongside its architectural work, Ash Sakula has pursued ‘constructive
propaganda’ through a series of projects captured in short films and
websites. Collective Custom Build, Adaptable Neighbourhoods and
the Meanwhile London Caravanserai project all champion people and
their livelihoods against a backdrop of thoughtless land assembly for
development, and demolition of worthwhile structures.
Cany is currently an External Examiner at University of Westminster
London, and serves on a number of Design Review Panels.

Vetra - Parco Solari
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Methodology

Ash Sakula imaginatively champion future users when designing. Our projects are
never devoid of people and if we listen in carefully these future ghosts direct our
work. One of these future inhabitants might say ‘ha…you think that will work?’ and
you have to agree with them that it might not. Another character might see an
amazing opportunity you hadn’t spotted, but now you have, you now it would be
cowardly not to pursue it. Added to this ongoing conversation is the fact that the
partners Cany and Robert hear slightly different messages from these people of
the future…which create a dialectic in design discussions and sometimes heated
discussions. Added to this debate between the partners are the thoughts of our
studio collaborators who will have fresh and diverse perspectives on the matter at
hand. To resolve or rather to enrich design work we move rapidly to and fro between
hand drawing and digital models… in the end there will be a few sketches which
encapsulate the shape, mood and ambition of the project. Perhaps strangely the
built work is incredibly similar to these first sketches, perhaps not so strangely
because we are intensely serious designers at heart even if we have the reputation
for being playful and not taking ourselves too seriously.
One of the ways in which we test our thinking as we progress projects is to zoom in
to the smallest of details, to touch base with the tactile, lived experience and then
zoom out to the socio-economic context and urban context so that the place makes
sense in the matrix of other places. When there is a good resonance between scales
we know we are succeeding in making an authentic place which should make sense
to lots of our future ghosts.
The practice has explored its processes of collaboration a number of times through
chapter contributions in books. “Radical Pedagogies Architectural Education and
the British Tradition” RIBA 2015 looked at what we felt the priorities of architectural
education should be and the kind of student collaborators we enjoyed working
with. “A Gendered Profession” RIBA 2017 gave us the opportunity to explore the
influence of gender in our thinking and creativity. “Spacial Practices; Modes of
Action and Engagement with the City” is due to be published by Routledge autumn
2019.

Vetra - Parco Solari

Participants

Ali Ula Mohamed Khalil

Pugliese Ilaria

Bellisario Mattia

Quiros Van Outrive Ana Sofia

Benassi Luca

Schivalocchi Sabrina

Bin Syed Ahmad Syed Yunus A.

Shahverdipour Bafandeh Areian

Dai Wang

Spasova Mira

Daniil Antonios

Tosini Beatrice

De Fre Marta

Tribe Shannon Leigh

El Sahli Linda

Vertua Camilla

Ergur Lara

Yang Junyi

Friedman Mira Matias

Yi Liu

Fu Yuxin

Zambelli Arianna

Furkan Gultekin
Incircioglu Ceren
Kibera Maria
Kostadinova Marija
Magnini Chiara
Miteva Iva
Mizeria Jakub
Montero Corina
Piga Antonio

Tutor
Francesca Porro

Room 3.2.2
Building 11
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Area | Piazza Vetra and Parco Solari

Another layer of activation at Parco Solari and Piazza Vetra
The city is connected through the thousands of journeys made by its citizens
everyday. With a tight focus on the neighbourhoods around Parco Solari and Piazza
Vetra we will focus on those who are going to emerge from the new M4 Blue Line
station stops. These ‘newcomers’ to the neighbourhood will slide up into the light
via subterranean tunnels and halls; while these places may be familiar it will be a
new way to experience an arrival. In this short two week projects we will treat this
opportunity as a blank slate.
Can we rebuild urban relations through extemporary architectures and landscapes?
Can architecture wake up to its challenges? How can physical spaces provide
moments of stasis in a fast moving city, breaking down isolation between income
groups and generations? How can we as designers instill processes of continual
renewal which probe and provoke the city into finding an expressive voice?
Clearly we need to make life much harder for casual motorists. The evidence is now
irrefutable; even electric cars spew particulates from brake pads, tyres, and road
surfaces, tiny particles which lodge in the lungs of the very young and unfairly effect
their long-term health. We need to inexorably close down these dense parts of the
city to private motorised transport and lure people back into more convivial streets
and rewarding experiences. Where a cycle lane crosses a park, where a new metro
emerges, there is opportunities for new encounters, commerce and imaginative
services. Contemporary Italian street paving, metro entrances, bike parking, lighting,
wayfinding, kiosks and benches are beautifully conceived. This refined backdrop is
calling out for another layer of ‘event architecture’, no less beautifully designed, but
freer and smarter and more responsive to the challenges of social enterprise and
neighbourhood ideation.
Two teams will be formed among participants for Parco Solari and Piazza Vetra.
They will regularly present their work to each other and there will be an element of
natural competition towards the same goals.

Vetra - Parco Solari
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In Parco Solari we might meet the volunteers working in San Vittore Prison or
late night swimmers from the 1963 pool. In Vetra we might work with tourists,
archaelogists and cycling campaigners. Some research and chance encounters will
help us find our audience.
The product will be a website using an easy to use and instantly hosted Readymag
[for which our practice Ash Sakula has a subscription] as a place to collate visual
material, and share the work widely. The main work for each site will be captured
in a 1 minute film to show the changing movements and events around each of
the two stations. To produce the film we will be drawing ‘event architecture’ and
people by hand which will be made to move using AfterEffects and Adobe Premier
Pro. We will make a storyboard early in the first week. We will zoom in and out of
the scene to capture detail. There will be words and sounds to reinforce our ideas.
The backdrop will stay 2D, maybe using sketchup to act as a foil to the animation.
We will be inspired by meeting people in the neighbourhoods and will imaginatively
champion future users throughout the design work.

WS.B
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THIERRY LAGRANGE

Thierry Lagrange graduated from University of Ghent, Master of
Science in Civil Engineering Architecture (1993) and obtained a PhD,
Look Here Now, Mapping Design Trajectories, in 2013 at the Faculty
of Architecture KU Leuven. He is a practitioner-architect in Belgium
since 1997. He is the coordinator of the Master Architecture of Faculty
of Architecture KU Leuven, where he teaches architectural design in
his master dissertation studio The Drawing and the Space (together
with Prof. Johan Van Den Berghe) which is an incubator for doctoral
research out of which a number of PhD’s have been initiated. Together
with visual artist Dr. Dimitri Vangrunderbeek he teaches architectural
design in their experimental studio The Double Look - Abstraction.
He works as a researcher in the field of New Spatialities at KU Leuven
Department of Architecture, where he founded the research group
The Drawing and the Space with Prof. Jo Van Den Berghe. In his
current Design Driven Research he is developing new spatialities, socalled Analogous Spaces, wherein intangible and mental elements
become explicit. Recently he published two books; Look Space! A
Story of Analogous Spaces and The Matrix Project on 25 years of his
photography in relation to his research.

Parco Agricolo Sud
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Methodology

The methods used in my design studio are based on the research I am doing together
with my colleagues of the research group: The Drawing and The Space. Two kind of
actions are key in this context of learning environments: the act of looking and the
genesis of new spatialities (analogous spaces) through the act of drawing.
The Act of Looking: It all starts from the act of a close re-looking to (own) productions
and contexts. This act introduces a multi-focality that generates new insights on
the qualities of the subject. This basic activity introduced in a pedagogical context
triggers the way a student looks to his world and his production in particular. That is
the main reason why we work on this in the context of a studio environment (L’Œil
et l’esprit, (Paris: Gallimard 1964; translated as Eye and Mind 2007) of Maurice Jean
Jacques Merleau-Ponty is an interesting introduction in the process of becoming
conscious of the act of looking).
The Analogous Space: The analogous space is a methodological framework that
it is rooted in a long tradition going back to the anthropomorphic representations
in Renaissance tractates. But also in contemporary art productions we see this
combination of characteristics appearing (i.e. Atlas of Gerhard Richter, Dogville of
Lars Von Trier). The central idea is to bring mental processes and intangible qualities
into space. By developing these spaces in former research tracks we could see and
experience how they were helpful to understand mental and intangible aspects.
Observing analogous spaces led to a reflection on the characteristics and qualities
(Look Space! A Story of Analogous Spaces (Gent: Grafische Cel, 2017)).
To get there, where these spatialities appear, we use in an intense way the act of
drawing, thereby being aware of the power of this act as well as the production of
this act. We use Chronological Drawing and X-Ray-Drawing, Annotated Drawing
and the Central Perspective, methods developed and investigated by my colleague
Van Den Berghe at the same research group.
Abstraction: The last year we started up a project on a concrete theme that
brings both The Act of Looking and Analogous Spaces together; Architecture and
Abstraction. Abstraction as a quality, as a phenomenon, is omnipresent when we
talk about art... This triggers a series of fascinating questions and problems.

Parco Agricolo Sud

Participants

AgostinelliCarolina

AgostinelliCarolina

Basimi Nima

Basimi Nima

Bingol Ceren

Bingol Ceren

Chen Xin

Chen Xin

Cocco Valentina

Cocco Valentina

Fertonani Affini Giuliano

Fertonani Affini Giuliano

Guzman Carabajo Patricio A.

Guzman Carabajo Patricio A.

Li Weike

Li Weike

Macatangay Sarah Jane

Macatangay Sarah Jane

Manno Lorenzo

Manno Lorenzo

Marinon Martina

Marinon Martina

Nercolini Enzo

Nercolini Enzo

Okkan Asya

Okkan Asya

Özden Ahmet Arikan

Özden Ahmet Arikan

Pregagnoli Giulia

Pregagnoli Giulia

Quintero Agudelo Laura Viviana

Quintero Agudelo Laura Viviana

Senatore Arianna
Sharma Ishita
Sherif Hassan Aly KadryBassam
Sheykhan Amir

Tutor
Qi Wang

Room 3.2.1
Building 11
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Area | Parco Agricolo Sud

In the studio we will focus on a complex layered landscape in the southern and
western boundaries of Milano. Facing this landscape as an individual or small
group is challenging. How will you or we as a group approach this place? How can
we prepare ourselves before entering the landscape? How will we find a focus,
knowing that in general terms we need to connect a mixture of programs with the
layering of this landscape? What do we need to know of that landscape before
we can intervene? These are questions that need to be discussed already from
the very start of our workshop. The workshop is in the first place an exercise in
defining instruments and tools to go on with this relationship of the human (body)
and the landscape, with all its qualities and complexities. We will introduce a series
of approaches, specific insights and instruments, that colors the workshop:
- We will briefly reflect on a text of Jean-Marc Besse who demonstrates how a
geographical map is connected with stages in a research project. This creates
opportunities for us as a group or individual to initiate reflections leading to concrete
and well-considered interventions in a landscape.
- We will discuss the phenomenon of the collective memory, its intangible layers
that are omnipresent and how it is related to small random networks.
- We will also unfold new perspectives on the interpretation of a landscape by the
act of a close re-looking to this landscape. This act introduces a multi-focality that
generates new insights on the qualities of the subject. This basic activity introduced
in a pedagogical context triggers the way one looks to his world and this landscape
in particular. It becomes a process of becoming conscious of the meaning of looking.
- You will be introduced in several ways of mapping that triggers your way of looking
(The Matrix Method) and strengthens your way of interpreting a landscape.
These approaches will help you to understand this specific landscape in relation
with the new planned infrastructures. The goal is to select a situation, a place, a
view, a surface… in the region around San Cristoforo and Ronchetto where you
can make use of these approaches. Once we are ‘in’ the landscape there will be an

Parco Agricolo Sud
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interest to intervene in one or another way. Therefore, we will use in an intense way
the act of drawing (Chronological Drawing, Annotated Drawing and the Perspective),
thereby becoming aware of the power of this act as well as the production this act
will deliver.
The challenge is to come to interventions that are precise (sharp as a knife) and
that the group becomes fully aware of the impact of these interventions in relation
to the human and the landscape and connecting with the program as stated (i.e.
the integration of M4: its stations, the multi-layered impact on an urban level of this
infrastructure and the consequences on a very concrete small-scale level).

Besse, J.-M. (2001). Cartographier, construire, inventer. Notes pour une épisemologie de la démarche
de projet. Les Carnets du paysage, (7), pp. 126–145 | Lagrange T. (2011). A Matrix as an Analogous
Space. Designing a mental tool as a generator of new insight. Oase: Tijdschrift voor Architectuur, 85, 6071.| Lagrange T., Cruysberghs, P. (sup.), Heynen, H. (sup.), Hughes, R. (cosup.) (2013). Look Here Now.
Mapping Design Trajectories, PhD, 387 + 261 | Lagrange, T. (2016). Look Space! A story of Analogous
Spaces. Amsterdam: Idea Books. | Lagrange, T. (2018). The Matrix Project. Gent: MER & ARAMER |
Merleau-Ponty, M. (1973) L’oeil et l’esprit, Paris, France: Gallimard. | Van Den Berghe, J., Blythe, R.,
Verbeke, J. (2012), Theatre of Operations, or: Construction Site as Architectural Design. Doctoral thesis.
Melbourne: Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology University. | Van Den Berghe, J. (2013), Architectural
Drawing as Verb, not as Noun: extending the Concept of Chronological Drawing and X-Ray-Drawing,
International Conference: Knowing (by) Designing, LUCA School of Arts, Brussel/Gent, België, pp. 665-
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GUNILLA SVENSSON

Gunilla Svensson started to study architecture in 1976 in Lund
University, Sweden, graduating in 1982. Soon after, she started to work
in Italy with archaeological excavations on the Roman Forum in Rome.
The projects in Italy lasted between 1982-1988. In 1987, she started
my own architectural studio. A breakthrough came in 1992 when a
project concerning dwelling houses in an old garden of Lund was
published in the magazine “Arkitektur”. In 1999, a School of Design at
the University of Lund was created. During the years, the studio has
made a lot of dwelling projects in great scale, much appreciated by the
inhabitants. She has also been working as the architect in charge of a
state owned castle, Landskrona Citadell, for ten years.
Between 1998-2008 she worked as a visiting professor in School of
Architecture in Lund. For one term every year, she held a project for
students of the 3rd and 4th years. It was a project that focused on
the urban qualities when making an object of architecture. She also
worked with role models and studied them in order to understand the
work of other architects. In 2002 she was elected as a member of
“Royal Academy of Fine Arts” in Sweden. And since 2014, she is a
supervising member of “The Swedish board of Public Art”.

San Babila
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Methodology

The method of creating good architecture almost always starts with understanding
the historical context. Almost all the urban environment consists of several layers of
construction. The first thing is to study maps, photos, drawings to understand the
existing but not always visible layers. To visit and to make a documentation of the
site is crucial. It is important to understand the scale, the life, the design of a site.
The visits should take place in different times during the days in order to see how
life and surroundings change over time.
At the same time it is important to start the sketch work immediately. Sketching can
be regarded as a research work and is helping to understand the qualities or lack
of qualities of a site. My idea is that it is important to every student to be bold, to
make mistakes, to have a lot of tries before the sketch is starting to be substantial
and possible to develop.
If possible it is of high value to work with models of a site. The models could be in
material that is easy to change and adjust. They could also be digital but 3-D.
When leaving the sketch phase the students should make more accurate drawings
in order to investigate if the ideas of the sketch is durable. This phase could open
up possibilities for changes that develop the project.
In my teaching it has been important to develop the security and self respect for
each student. A failure could be a starting point of new ideas and understanding.
It is also important to put forward the attitude that when solving one problem you
could at the same time also solve several others. The quality of built environment
is almost always the one of complexity. Architecture is much about to put several
pieces together to a entity of great value. When doing a project it is crucial to not
regard it as an object but as a part of a big wholeness.
For a student it is of great value the really finish every project. To learn to decide
what you want to do, and finally work it through.

San Babila

Participants

Abdou Hesciam

Toriyama Natsumi

Bahrami Siavash

Un Mehves

Balkis Yagmur

Valentini Miriam

El Bizri Sara

Wang Xueyan

Guo Mingyang

Yan Yuan

Harizi Fatima Yasmine

Yang Wenlei

Kats Irina

Yazgan Ozlem

Kolman Federica

Zhou Yeyuan

La Torre Francesco

Zisser Jonatan

Li Tong

Pratheeksha Unnikrishnan

Luli Shani
Milanese Pietro
MontiFrancesca Elena
Newishy Mahdy Abdel Rahman
Nguyen Thi Le Trang
Padmanabhan Venkataram
Pan Xu Liang
PrakashGauri
Sivri Muhammed Enes
Skowronek Karolina

Tutor
Marta Averna

Room 3.0.1
Building 11
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Area | San Babila

The San Babila site is situated in the middle of the dense city of Milan. It occurs to
be a counterpoint of several important directions. The historic center with the piazza
and Il Duomo is situated west of the site, not very far away. Big streets, as Corso
Vittorio Emanuele, Corso Europa, Via Borgogna, Corso Venezia are important veins
of the city structure. The public park of Indro Montanelli is close by.
One would suppose that a lot of people come to this point walking, with bus or with
bicycles. It is important that the place is appropriate for meeting point for all these
ways of moving. But another thing is also crucial, if you use a bike to go to the station;
where do you put it? In future, there will, for certain be more and more awareness of
environmentally good means of moving around. One could for instance study how
to be able to park your bike on the piazza, and still have possibilities of entrances,
bars, out-door furniture, place in the sun and in the shadow as well as letting people
pass naturally.
Designing the urban space, is to consider all possible events and needs of people,
in the best way ever. The commodity should be working in all situations. The
movements are often fast and an organized place will be able to take care of speed
as well as of being still. Regarding the station it would be valuable that the entrances
are visible and generously designed. The piazza is a multi-purpose place with a high
degree of complexity. The different solutions offered, should be made as layers
upon layers, in a meaningful way.
Visitors that come for the first time to Milan might very well have their destination to
this place, coming from the airport of Linate. The station must provide some clear
logic of how to move. Being at the same line of Metro, M4, as the Linate station it
would be of value that there is a kind of recognition or a “theme” of design along the
line. Being on this line you may reach a lot of important places, as “Il Duomo”, the
old city center and of course the airport.
Rather often the Metro stations all over the world suffers from lack of accessibility.
Being inside them there is often lack of orientation. If the organization means that
there are more than two entrances it is important that the interior space clearly

San Babila

show which way to go. In big cities, like Milan, it is convenient to be on the
right side of a street or a square when you leave a station. Often the stations
are used as cross-overs, but underneath. This could be a question of making
clear signboards or a question of good design and spatial order. It would be an
interesting task of design to make the interior of a station as clear in directions
as the cityscape outside.
I have a friend that has a very week sight. She told me the other day about a
trip she made to Stockholm. To visit Stockholm means that you have to use the
Metro. For her it was a horrifying experience. The speed of the walking people
in all directions made it very difficult for her, as well as finding the right track
or using the moving staircases. Because of this the movement around the city
became for her an unpleasant and dangerous stress.
It would be interesting to design a station that with light, measurements, coloring
and spatial order made a pleasant and safe place for everybody. It is not only
regarding the disability of bad sight, but also any kind of weakness as old age
or bad walking. For instance; if you were able to move in different pace, if there
were small places for rests, if the material and colors helped to find your way
etc. And this would be qualities not only for people that really need it, but for
everyone.
Often stations have bars and shops, sometimes inside and/or sometimes
outside. These are very important spots were people can rest and meet each
other. The design and position of such places are crucial for a good function.
They can be used as recreation or as time-savers in a busy life. They can also
help to make the spatial situation clear and logic. Perhaps they can have space
in different levels connected to each other. As such they could be used as
secondary entrances, the slow pace way with nice rooms.
In the site of San Babila different ingredients of architecture should find their
right form and place, in order to create a meaningful and complex space, inside
and outside.
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GABRIELA SEIFERT

Gabriela Seifert works since 1985 in formalhaut together with Götz
Stöckmann as architects and artists. They studied at Städelschule
Frankfurt am Main und AA London. She is head of studio2 –
Raumgestaltung at Leopold-Franzens-University Innsbruck is since
1995 and dean of the faculty of architecture from 2009-13 and again
since 2018.
Formalhaut work on the topic of spatial experience and cognition with
architectonic and artistic means. They propagate an autonomous,
sensory architecture: space without function. Space as physical and
content-related vessel, the relation of inside and outside, of city and
landscape are important subjects.
Their living room house is an ongoing concrete utopia dwelling on
the dualism of public and private space. A number of artworks in and
on the house extends and augments the power of the architectural
language and invites into a discourse.
Formalhaut have shown their work at numerous exhibitions i.e. the
Venice Biennale or Storefront gallery and they have been awarded with
multiple distinctions like Mies Van der Rohe Preis Finalists and the 1.
Kunstpreis der Städelschule Frankfurt.
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Methodology

“Eventually everything connects - people, ideas, objects. The quality of the
connections is the key to quality per se.” Charles Eames
Holistic approach - This quote represents best my approach to architecture and to
design which is integral, humanistic and holistic. Architecture is the art of creating
spaces and places that provide a better quality of living - in my interpretation that
includes animals and plants as well as humans and objects as participants and
creators of a lively, vibrant and diverse environment.
New connectivity - It is necessary for architecture to explore and open up a
new connectivity between buildings and nature and to provide robust, adaptive
structures and spaces for people’s communal and individual activities. The aim is
to bring people together under a revised urban and rural agenda with new qualities
that can face the challenges of today’s fast life and provide people with alternative
work-life models that integrate activities, reduce traffic and that may lead to more
integrated, happier lives.
Superb design - At the same time a superb design with high aesthetic quality is
what makes architecture worthwhile and enjoyable, regardless of the material or
the budgetary effort. It is our obligation to think about the reuse, reduce, recycle
possibilities in all our projects to keep entropy low.
Power of Space - The inherent architectural components of designs such as density,
distribution, size, scale and proportion, the integration of inside and outside spaces
are therefore preferred, vital tools and so is the immaterial narrative power of space
that can transmit subtle or plainly direct messages concerning its uses and impact.
Immaterial qualities - Spacemaking, placemaking and the exploration and creation
of new, timely forms of “genius loci“ will be subject to investigation. Perception and
apperception of spaces and qualities inherent in them will be studied and tested by
way of modelling scenarios and setups in a variety of media. Material and immaterial
qualities of the surrounding environment will be essential themes and topics.
Concept driven design - The development of concepts and ideas as designguidelines is a crucial method to help make decisions under this holistic agenda
that integrates art, architecture, design, landscape, gardens.
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Area | San Cristoforo

A poetic landscape (who’s afraid of green and blue)
The San Cristoforo site with its intermodal infrastructure with streets, train and
especially the navigli offers a multitude of topics and design tasks on a number of
different scales. It has great potential for intense relationships and linkages between
city and country ranging from infrastructure nodes, urban hotspots, event locations,
signs and signals to thematic areas, be it sports, health, education or new hybrid
programmes.
Its transitory position on the eastern end of the new line including urban, suburban
and rural areas gives reason for a number of investigations into the nature and
character of public to semi-public to private spaces and places. The existing
urban fabric, as scattered as it is in some places, gives the chance for interesting
intervention possibilities and linking the various new hotspots and subcentres.
Especially the axis and space of the navigli waterway and its surroundings has the
potential for generous, big open spaces for a multitude of activities like sports and
leisure, gathering and gastronomy, public gardens and quiet corners. This could be
the new attractive spine from city to country and vice versa, encouraging residents,
commuters and visitors to use more sustainable vehicles and move in open air and
fresh climate.
Hard and soft scapes and squares, markers and bridges structure the rhythm
of activities alongside this parallel strip of water, green and built space and its
neighbourhood combining inside and outside spaces that propose new ways of
live, work and get together alongside the traditional and habitual ones.
Building and nature will be interrelated in many ways, offering differentiated climatic
zones, for year-round use. People, animals, plants, the living things come together
and meet or at least encounter each other like i.e. hospital - therapeutic gardens animals and/or food - health - sports and/or recycle/repair goods and workshops,
markethall, kiosks and many more combinations.
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The project asks for hybrid programmes to integrate life, work and leisure on various
scales: from the dense, urban supply and infrastructure hubs through to the more
rural environments that lead over to the area of the risaie.
Design tasks range from overall urban concept to buildings, bridges, urban
infrastructure, shelters, light, furniture to designing with plants and green spaces.
The collaboration of architecture and landscape students is desired.
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ROBERTO CREMASCOLI

Roberto Cremascoli is the co founder of the studio Cremascoli
Okumura Rodrigues Arquitectos in Oporto. The studio works on
projects in Portugal, Italy, Switzerland and France. Roberto Cremascoli
is also an architect, curator and publisher. Among the studio’s recent
works: renovation of Grande Hotel do Porto and Fábrica da Resinagem
at Marinha Grande. He curated the exhibitions Porto Poetic at the
Triennale di Milano (2013) and Álvaro Siza, Inside the human being at
MART in Rovereto (2014). In 2016 he was cocurator of the Portuguese
Pavilion at the 15th Venice Biennale of Architecture.
He was also scientific responsible for the exhibition Alvaro Siza, Sacro
at the MAXXI in Roma (2016).
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Methodology

1 - The story and experience presentation of some works done by COR arquitectos
(Roberto Cremascoli, Edison Okumura e Marta Rodrigues) that will characterize
the office’s design experience, particularly in the participative theme. It will be
told the story of: “Urban renovation of the historical centre of Cantù, Garibaldi
square”, 2007, “Neighbourhood, where alvaro meets Aldo” – Portuguese Pavillion
at the XV Venice Architecture Biennale, 2016, “La città invisibile” (The invisible
city) – Sardegna Foundation / section within the Italian Pavillion at the XVI Venice
Architecture Biennale, 2018, “Bicho, Teatrinho & Fogo” (Critter, Little Theatre &
Fire) + “Not only a playhouse” – 2 Playgrounds at Oporto, 2017 + 2018, “La forma
liquida” (The liquid shape) – WaVe 2019, IUAV Venice University, 2019, “Follow me!”
– Winning project for the urban renovation of the ecological/archeological backbone
at Canosa di Puglia, 2019
2 - Listen to the city
Sensory recognition at the project site. Listen, talk to the local people. Their stories
will be the basis for the functional programme. The place as a starting point for a
sensory experience. Contextualizing the site inside the M4 Masterplan – The new
green-blue backbone.
3 - Drawing the city
Put on paper what has been learnt during the recognition, creating matrices that
will be used as bases to define the planning subjects. The interventions will also
be divided according to the scale typology, such as furniture, floors, itinerary,
infrastructure.
4 - Design the shared place
The final draft of the project may make use of varied solutions of representation,
such as photography, sounds, films, and the canonical ones as well, like drawings
and models.
5 - Display
Preparation of an exhibition apparatus to tell the story of the workshop. Set up an
exposition display to show the results of the works described in the points 2-3-4,
and, above all, to share this experience as a moment of joyful work.
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Area | Dateo station

THE SENSORY CITY - Listen and talk to the city
The Dateo station within the Eastern branch system
The meaning of building, that is the purpose of every project design, is the
understanding of a place – a place stratified by time – a place stratified by people.
A new construction (reconstruction) is a mark, a new layer that contributes to
remodel a place. The construction of Milan subway MM in the XX century marked
the modernization of the city, reshaping it from the underground. Cities talk to us,
have smells, make sounds and noises. From “urban senses” we are able to feel
a city’s atmosphere. The “metro” of Paris or the “tube” of London have its own
particular smells.
Starting from this organic concept of urban territory and from the framework
document “M4 – The new green-blue backbone” rises some fundamental references.
Environmental systems at territorial scale: the Risaie Park in the southwest (and
the Parco Agricolo Sud Milano by extension), and the Grande Forlanini-LambroIdroscalo system in the east, passing throughthe city centre. Thus the 3 Western +
Central + Eastern branches are created.
The eastern branch will be the subject of my course, considered a city gate from
Linate airport to Tricolore square at the margin of the city centre. It connects the
Airport+ Forlanini Park + Città Studi + Railway Line “Passante” + Green promenade.
The intermodal Dateo station is the cornerstone of this system. Starting from the
sorroundings of the station a recognition will be carried out up to the origin of the
line, the gate M4 at Linate.
The new green-blue backbone
It is proposed to describe and tell the story of the planning of the M4 as an actual
linear green-blue park , that connects two major environmental systems at territorial
scale: the Risaie Park in the southwest (and the Parco Agricolo Sud Milano by
extension), and the Grande Forlanini-Lambro-Idroscalo system in the east; this
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way it takes on a metropolitan dimension that includes the adjacent cities (Segrate,
Peschiera Borromeo, Buccinasco, Corsico).
This new backbone defines not only a matrix and an environmental grid, but also
an opportunity lo link the modern and contemporary part of the city to the historic
centre.
I will start by taking a cue from the interesting results of the participative path that
has been undertaken during the workshop “M4 ideas in the construction site”; the
MM4 workshop in particular. The city on the rise: a shared project for the urban
regeneration of the affected areas by the new Metropolitana 4 (2015), that worked
on the arrangement of the surfaces of the western branch of the new line, and
presented the ideas and design hypothesis developed with the local communities
that have been affected by the construction of the stations. The dialogue with the
local communities characterized the whole initiative.
This research turned out to be quite helpful, forcing dormant knowledge of the
city and its historical/cultural and landscape/environmental qualities to emerge,
and valuing them. It also revealed the capability of regeneration of the the urban
contexts through which the new subway line passes, highlighting in particular the
possible relations between the restricted settings of the stations and the urban
space to which it connects. Therefore, the value of the research is not just the
reveal of different layers of information and knowledge, but also its capability to
generate usable knowledge, identifying potentialities in the following phases of
design, implementation and realization, and involving and listening to the citizens.
Therefore
M4 meets the territory – general masterplan
M4 meets the city – station design
M4 meets - people
The outcome is the awareness that an intervention of contextualization of the new
subway line should not result in a mere restoration of pre-existing conditions once
the construction site is closed. We must look at it as an organism in continous
change.
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KLAS RUIN - OLA BROMS

Klas Ruin is educated at the KTH School of Architecture and the Ecole
d ́Architecture de Belleville i Paris. He has worked at Johan Celsing
arkitektkontor in Stockholm and at Tony Fretton Architects in London.
In 2000-2004 he had his own practice mainly involved with private
villas, e.g. the well-published Satellite H in the Helsinki archipelago.
In 2005 he co- founded the architecture office Spridd. He has been
teaching at the KTH School of Architecture and lectured at several
schools in Sweden and abroad. He was the chairman of the Swedish
Alvar Aalto society 2013-16 and is regularly commissioned as jury
member in competitions, e.g. the new Nobel centre in Stockholm 2014.
Ola Broms Wessel is educated at the Royal Danish Academy of Fine
Arts School of Architecture. He worked at various offices in Norway
and Sweden, most notably Johan Celsing arkitektkontor. In 2005 he
co-founded the architecture office Spridd. He has been teaching at the
KTH School of Architecture and lectured at several schools. He has
been engaged in research and development projects with funding. Ola
has been writing about architecture and he is the co-editor of the book
Bor vi i samma stad? (2005), Future People’s Palace (2016) and a book
on the co-building movement in Sweden (2016).
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Methodology

The office - Spridd is an architecture office based in Stockholm since 2005. It has
established itself as one of Sweden’s most innovative architectural offices in urban
development and architecture through success in competitions , research, debates
and completed projects. The projects range in a wide field from interior design
to urban development from conceptual thinking to construction drawings. Spridd
currently consists of eleven architects with the main office in Stockholm and a filial
in Malmö.
Challenges in society - The aim of Spridd is to explore the role and abilities of
architecture to respond to current challenges in society. The founders, share an
interest in architecture as social art, a profession that combines technology, art and
politics. The office is a creative platform, a laboratory open to like-minded architects
and neighboring professions to explore the vision. After 14 years the office has
developed well-defined methods to pursue projects from concept to completion.
Society is under constant change. Positions at home, at work, and in the city
need to be reinterpreted. Established ideas about center and periphery need to be
reformulated. Spridd was founded to participate in this process of change.
Process - Spridd ́s name is based on the idea of seeking alternative perspectives,
often on the periphery of the architectural field, in order to provide new and better
answers to the architectural task. In this work, the structuring of the design-process
of the project is as important as the input of new ideas. Spridd has developed new
methods of working with design-processes of projects involving larger organizations
and many different people in various roles and professions. With a clear aim and
methodological work, traditional architectural work is complemented to ensure
that existing and new environments reach their full potential. Examples of projects
focusing on the process have been the renovation of the Million program areas and
the development of the Million program Clock together with NCC, the planning of
Frihamnen (the Free port) in Gothenburg with the new Jubilee park, the housing
exhibition called Bomassan in Hökarängen and various transformation projects of
historical buildings and city blocks.
Methods of representation - working methods with drawings, models and images.
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Area | Giambellino - Lorenteggio

In our methodology, working as practicing architects as well as in teaching,
we emphasize the importance of early analysis through the specific means of
representation in architecture; the drawing, the image and the model. Our 2020
MIAW course in Milano will be clearly divided into three parts following this
methodology. The potential for innovation in architecture, no matter size or function
is stimulated by deliberate change in scale from detail to city planning as well as
changing between the different means of representation.
Spridd has for a long period worked with projects located in housing areas
developed during the boom of the Swedish Welfare state in the 1960 ́s, the so called
Million program areas. Through this work we have built up significant knowledge
on housing typologies, city planning strategies and social and technical strategies
for new buildings as well as for reuse of existing buildings in this large part of the
building heritage in Sweden. These multi ethnic housing areas and buildings are
often either neglected or radically changed due to prejudice and lack of knowledge
of existing qualities. In Milan we will work with the Giambellino - Lorenteggio
district, an area we believe share some of these challenges. It is a populous district
developed in the 50 ́s and 60 ́s, where a large number of immigrants settled during
the economic boom in the 1960s.
Structuring an architectural task based on the specific tools of the Architecture
profession; drawings, images and models is well known. Vitruvius pointed out
this group of three principal techniques and named them Ichnographia (the plan
drawing), Ortographia (façade and section) and Scenographia (three dimensional
representation).
Ichnographia
Our course starts with examining the city plan in the area, zooming out and working
only with the abstract ground figure plan in black and white. The area is divided in
to 9 equal squares for the 9 groups of students. By isolating the buildings the city
pattern can be studied focused on building and city plan typologies. Analyzing and
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drawing (printing on transparent paper) 10 different historical stages in the same
manner gives us the chance to read the historical development as a short film, a
film of drawings that supports a speculation about a potential future continuation.
Ortographia
The second phase starts with the site visit changing scale from city plan level down
to detail and what is visible from a street level. The groups focus on their specific
area in the overall grid of nine parts. The task is to analyze the site via the lenses
of the camera searching for a representative image. Each group will select three
photographs representing the overall theme of the course relating to the new Blue
line: 1, Building typology 2, Mobile infrastructure 3, Blue-green infrastructure. After
having chosen the three photographs the task is to analyze and interpret each
photograph, a study focused on transforming the content of the photograph into
what is significant via the work with drawing. Photograph and drawing printed on
transparent paper 90x90 cm. The first week ends with a presentation and critique
on Friday afternoon.
Scenographia
The third part of the course is individual and concentrated on working only with a
model. Each student is given a hard socle of 30x30 cm and a particular modelling
clay much used in making architecture models in general and particularly used by
us at Spridd. The clay, Plastelina, is neither dry or wet and enables you to work in
multiple ways with surface and volume, methods that will be presented in a lecture.
This part of the course need to be open in order to develop a project based on the
discoveries during the first week of analysis. The formats of drawings, photographs
and models are strict in order to easily envelop the final result.
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intensive programme at the School of Architettura Urbanistica
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an international design forum for schools, teachers and students, and it
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education implies.
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